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First English lessons 
 
Not much weeks after her arrival our volunteer 
Alex started with the English lessons for the kids 
of children’s home. Every Tuesday at 3o´clock they 
meet in the mirror room to learn and practice 
English with the help of a lot of pictures and 
small games. In a small group learning is much 
easier and more funny together. The last volunteers did 
the same job so Alex tries to repeat what they already learned and to 
teach new things. With a lot of fun they start every week with theoretic things and 
to repeat the last lessons and in the last part of every lesson they practice English 
together.  
Now we will see how the lessons go on and hopefully the children will learn fast, also 
in building sentences on their own! 
 
 
 
 

 Rivals for the Breakdancers 
 
In October some girls from the Secundary school in Veľký 

Meder came to practice some Hip Hop dancing in our mirror 

room. We noticed that they are really good dancers with a 

nice choreography and it looked like the breakdancers got 

rivals. For the days the girls were earlier the breakdancers 

themselves had to leave their training place and to dance 

between the billiard table, the table tennis, the computers and 

of course a lot of visitors. Sometimes they also watched the 

girls dancing just like a quite hard Jury. After some days the 

mirror room was free again and the boys were happy to use 

it again- just for themselves. 

 



 
 
Halloween 
   
The 31st of October was long 
expected- not only from the kids, also 

from our Volunteer Alex. She prepared a small Halloween-Party 
for everyone who wants to celebrate this special day also here in Slovakia. She 
also invited two other friends who also work as Volunteers in Nitra. After some hours 
working with Make Up the three girls looked horrible enough to start the party. Just few of 

the kids wore a costume but with some nice colours we made some monsters 
out of the people without any costume. At last we made a small 

fotoshooting together and everyone who looked like 
Halloween got a price. All in all it was a 

really great party and -the most 
important thing- the kids had a lot 

of fun with celebrating. 
 

 
 
 
 

A new Volunteer 
 
Finally, after waiting a really long time, especially for Alex, the project 
of a new Volunteer was proved. Her name is Daniela and she will come on 
the 8th of December (so still some time to wait for Alex). When Daniela 
arrives, the VMCM can start to make a German community because both 
of the Volunteers are from Germany.  
 
 
Searching for new sponsors 
 
In this month Judit started to search for new sponsors for our Centre. She brought quite a lot letters to the 
post office to send it to different organisations like oil companies, food stores, pharmacy companies, etc. 
Those answers, which we have yet, are negative, but we keep searching for new possibilities. We hope, we 
will be able to give the kids some more and different opportunities... 
 
 
 


